Rescue Me: Unformat Hard Drive with
Data Recovery Wizard Safely and Easily
NEW YORK, N.Y., Feb. 19 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Software, the
innovative, dedicated data recovery software provider, offers a one-stop
solution to unformat a hard drive or partition safely and easily under
Windows OS environment: EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard.
Many computer users format a hard drive and then later want to “unformat” the
hard drive to get lost data back. When encountering such a problem, some
people may seek assistance from specialized recovery services with high
service fees; however, such services cannot always deliver. Others choose
reliable data recovery software, with which they will never be troubled with
issues of format lost data. With this unformat software, it can unformat a
hard drive at any time, for peace of mind.
As one editor from Bluesoft says: EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard is a
comprehensive data recovery software for all Windows platforms and supports
Undelete, Unformat from various file systems including FAT, FAT16, VFAT,
FAT32, NTFS, NTFS5 on various storage media, such as IDE/ATA, SATA, SCSI,
USB, FireWire (IEEE1394) hard drive and other media like floppy disk, compact
disc, USB flash drive, digital camera, digital audio player and so on. EASEUS
Data Recovery Wizard ensures safe and precise file recovery against numerous
threats like: drives have been formatted or corrupted, critical file system
structures missing, application is crashed, computer is attacked by viruses
and worms, partitioning or boot-up problems, damage due to a power failure or
surge and so on.
From now on it’s unnecessary for computer users to worry about clicking
“Format” by accident again, and they can easily unformat a hard drive with
EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard at any time.
Pricing and Availability
Data Recovery Wizard runs under Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista and starts at
$69.95 (USD) for a single-user license. Discounts for the buyer of two or
more licenses are available. Licensed customers get lifetime technical
support and free updates. More information on the product, as well as the
free demo version is available from www.easeus.com.
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The company specializes in data recovery and partition management software
for Microsoft(R) Windows OS. Its major products are Data Recovery Wizard
Professional, Data Recovery Wizard, Partition Table Doctor and EASEUS
Partition Manager. For more information, please visit www.easeus.com.
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